The anterodorsal projection neuron lineage of Drosophila melanogaster produces 40 neuronal types in a stereotypic order. Here we take advantage of this complete lineage sequence to examine the role of known temporal fating factors, including Chinmo and the Hb/Kr/Pdm/Cas transcriptional cascade, within this diverse central brain lineage. Kr mutation affects the temporal fate of the neuroblast (NB) itself, causing a single fate to be skipped, whereas Chinmo null only elicits fate transformation of NB progeny without altering cell counts. Notably, Chinmo operates in two separate windows to prevent fate transformation (into the subsequent Chinmo-indenpendent fate) within each window. By contrast, Hb/Pdm/ Cas play no detectable role, indicating that Kr either acts outside of the cascade identified in the ventral nerve cord or that redundancy exists at the level of fating factors. Therefore, hierarchical fating mechanisms operate within the lineage to generate neuronal diversity in an unprecedented fashion.
INTRODUCTION
A brain contains many types of neurons that are derived from a limited number of progenitors (Truman and Bate, 1988; Noctor et al., 2001) . Most neural progenitors are destined to yield multiple neuron types. Interestingly, distinct neurons arise in specific temporal patterns in diverse model organisms. Although multiple mechanisms may act in sequence to ensure proper neuronal differentiation, it has become increasingly evident that neurons are born with defined birth-order/time-dependent cell fate, generally referred to as neuronal temporal identity (Livesey and Cepko, 2001; Pearson and Doe, 2004; Batista-Brito et al., 2008; Jacob et al., 2008; Baek and Mann, 2009; Kao and Lee, 2010; Okano and Temple, 2009 ). The relatively simple Drosophila brain develops from a fixed number of neuroblasts (NBs) (Truman and Bate, 1988; Ito and Hotta, 1992) . Most NBs make a characteristic set of neurons through the production of a series of ganglion mother cells (GMCs), which then divide once to deposit two neurons following each NB asymmetric cell division (Knoblich, 2008; Sousa-Nunes et al., 2010) . Neurons of the same lineage origin remain clustered through development. Such local and synchronized differentiation provides little room for the environment to diversify neurons born from the same progenitor. The congenital endowment of different neuronal temporal identities probably underlies most, if not all, birth-order/time-dependent neuron type determinations in the Drosophila brain.
Complete sequencing of a neural lineage (delineating neurons sequentially derived from a single progenitor) has substantiated the notion that every neuron was born with a predetermined fate contingent upon its birth order in the lineage. In the lineage that makes anterodorsal projection neurons (adPNs) of the antennal lobe (AL) (see Figure S1A available online), the progenitor deposits one AL PN at one time, as Notch-dependent binary fate decision confers premature cell death on the other daughter cells of GMCs (Lin et al., 2010) . Intriguingly, it yields 40 types of adPNs in an invariant sequence ( Figure S1B ) . The diverse adPNs, including 35 types of uniglomerular PNs and five types of polyglomerular PNs, can be distinguished based on their dendritic elaboration patterns in the AL. They also exhibit characteristic axon trajectories in the mushroom body (MB) and lateral horn (LH) (Jefferis et al., 2001; Marin et al., 2002 Marin et al., , 2005 Wong et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2010) . Eighteen types of adPNs arise during embryogenesis, and the remaining 22 types are added through larval development. The embryonic-born adPNs, except the two VM3 glomerulus-targeting ones, are individually unique. However, the emergence of two undistinguishable VM3-targeting adPNs is consistently separated by the birth of one lone DM3-targeting adPN ( Figure S1B ). By contrast, when the same progenitor resumes proliferation in early larvae, it yields multiple identical neurons before transiting to produce a different neuron type. Strikingly, distinct adPN types show different reproducible cell counts . This stereotyped developmental blueprint clearly indicates that the neuronal birth order strictly dictates the fate of each neuron made through about 80 rounds of NB self-renewal.
What molecular mechanisms may specify so many neuron types with such fine temporal precision? The transcriptional cascade of Hunchback (Hb), Kruppel (Kr), POU domain proteins 1 and 2 (Pdm), and Castor (Cas) is known to specify the first several neurons across NB lineages in the embryonic ventral ganglion (for reviews, see Pearson and Doe, 2004; Jacob et al., 2008) . The same transcriptional cascade or its variants may reiterate to specify additional neuron fates at later time points. Further, a single temporal factor may trigger discrete feedforward regulatory networks in the contiguously derived siblings to diversify neuron fates (Baumgardt et al., 2007 (Baumgardt et al., , 2009 . Although their involvement in the Drosophila central brain remains elusive, the Chinmo BTBzinc finger nuclear protein was recently found to govern neuronal temporal identity in MB lineages via a different mechanism (Zhu et al., 2006) . Chinmo proteins exist among the sequentially derived MB neurons in a high-to-low temporal gradient that dictates multiple MB temporal fates based on the levels of Chinmo expression. The temporal gradient of Chinmo is established via a 5 0 untranslated region (5 0 UTR)-dependent translational control, and one can reproducibly elicit MB temporal cell-fate transformation in either direction by modulating Chinmo expression in newborn neurons. Determining Chinmo's role(s) in additional neural lineages has revealed that it may govern neuronal temporal identity in lineage-specific manners. In a serial production of six distinct central complex neurons, Chinmo is specifically required in the third sibling for not adopting the fourth temporal cell fate (Yu et al., 2009) . And our earlier analysis of Chinmo function in the adPN lineage had been limited to the first larval-born adPN type, which was uniformly transformed to the fourth larval-born adPN type in the absence of Chinmo (Zhu et al., 2006) .
To elucidate how numerous temporal fates could be invariably specified through a protracted neuronal lineage, we determined the role of known temporal fating factors, including Chinmo and the Hb/Kr/Pdm/Cas transcriptional cascade, in the serial production of 40 adPN types. We found that Chinmo governs neuronal temporal identity in two separate windows of adPN production. Chinmo acts to suppress the next Chinmo-independent temporal fate among all neurons born within each Chinmo-dependent window. By contrast, Kr confers only one temporal fate, and Hb/Pdm/Cas play no detectable function. Loss of Kr from the progenitor resulted in a simple omission of the Kr-dependent fate without duplicating its subsequent fate. This is in contrast with the chinmo-required neurons unanimously adopting the next Chinmo-independent fate in the chinmo mutant NB clones. These observations suggest that Kr regulates temporal fate in the progenitor, whereas Chinmo acts in the offspring to allow subpatterning of temporal fates. Multiple time-dependent mechanisms may operate in hierarchy to refine the temporal identity from the progenitor to the individual postmitotic neurons.
RESULTS

Loss of Chinmo Selectively Eliminates Eight Temporal
Cell Fates Derived in Two Blocks from a Progenitor that Normally Makes 40 Neuron Types To detect temporal cell-fate transformation (acquisition of a chronologically inappropriate fate) in a neuronal lineage requires birth dating of each offspring to faithfully determine individuals' prospective cell fates. This is extremely challenging in a protracted neuronal lineage that rapidly alters temporal identity. Due to twin-spot mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker (MARCM), we can create homozygous mutant cells in an otherwise heterozygous organism and mark them and their accompanying wild-type sister clones simultaneously in different colors, which directly reveals when the mutant clones were born and allows one to deduce their prospective cell fates ( Figure 1A , right) (Yu et al., 2009 . To determine the roles of Chinmo in the orderly derivation of 40 PN types from adPN progenitor, we introduced a protein null allele of chinmo into twin-spot MARCM for knocking out chinmo in various mosaic patterns. chinmo mutant clones were consistently labeled with mCD8::GFP, whereas their wild-type sister clones expressed rCD2::RFP ( Figure 1A) .
We first determined whether any adPN temporal fates are missing in chinmo mutant clones generated at the beginning of the lineage. Full-size NB clones exist unpaired when labeled with a neuronal driver ( Figure 1B , wild-type clone) . Examining the largest adPN NB clones, labeled with GAL4-GH146, consistently revealed that seven out of 27 GH146-positive glomerular targets were not innervated by chinmo mutant adPNs ( Figure 1C , orange arrowheads indicate the missing glomerular targets). Normal cell counts were obtained in chinmo mutant aPN NB clones (wild-type: 48.4 ± 7.7, n = 12 versus chinmo: 45.2 ± 8.7, n = 10), and we did not detect any ectopic glomerular targets. These observations argue that the missing PN types had been made but sent their dendrites to chronologically inappropriate targets.
The seven unlabeled glomerular targets are normally innervated by adPNs born in two blocks separated by a DM3-targeting adPN ( Figure 1E ). Three adPN temporal fates, DM4, DL5, and VM3 (VM3a) adPN, exist in the first Chinmo-required window. And five adPN temporal fates, including the second VM3 (VM3b), DL4, DL1, DA3, and DC2 fate, are normally encoded within the second Chinmo-dependent window, followed by the Chinmo-independent D-targeting temporal fate. Notably, the DM3 and D glomeruli became excessively prominent in chinmo mutant NB clones, suggesting possible transformation of most, if not all, of the missing adPN types to the DM3-or D-targeting adPNs ( Figure 1C ).
Due to the existence of GH146-negative adPNs ( Figure S1A ), we repeated the above mosaic analysis with Acj6-Gal4, which permits the labeling of all adPNs (Lai et al., 2008) . We again observed loss of the same seven glomeruli accompanied by stronger labeling of the DM3 and D glomeruli (data not shown). However, we were not sure whether the polyglomerular adPNs remained intact in these large NB clones, given that their diffuse dendritic elaboration is overshadowed by the much more dense uniglomerular projections of most adPNs . To detect the polyglomerular PNs derived near the end of the lineage, we went on generating NB clones at midlarval stage. We could reproducibly observe the diffuse dendritic processes characteristic of the polyglomerular PNs in mutant clones made following the birth of last GH146-positive VA1lm-targeting adPN (Figure 1D) . This concludes no involvement of Chinmo in the specification of any GH146-negative temporal cell fates, including polyglomerular PN fates, justifying the use of GAL4-GH146 in further phenotypic analysis of chinmo mutant adPN clones.
Taken together, loss of Chinmo selectively eliminates eight temporal cell fates in the serial production of 40 adPN types. Intriguingly, Chinmo is required in two adjacent windows of adPN lineage development that are interrupted by a single DM3-targeting adPN. The embryonic-derived DM4, DL5, and VM3(a) fates reside in the first Chinmo-required window. By contrast, the subsequent window covers the VM3(b) and DL4 fates before the NB becomes quiescent at the end of embryogenesis and also includes the DL1, DA3, and DC2 fates after the quiescent NB resumes proliferation in late first-instar larvae. In addition, the loss of seven glomerular targets (eight temporal fates) was consistently accompanied by enlargement of the DM3 and D glomeruli, whose corresponding adPN fates follow the Chinmo-required windows. This implies that the missing adPN types have probably been transformed into their next Chinmo-independent neuron types in mutant clones, arguing for Chinmo as a temporal fate regulator.
Chinmo Suppresses the Next Chinmo-Independent Temporal Fate in All the Neurons Born within Each Chinmo-Required Window Knocking down Chinmo from GMCs made around the Chinmorequired windows should provide clues about the natures of suspected temporal fate transformations. By using twin-spot MARCM, each GFP-labeled mutant GMC clone, containing only one neuron in the adPN hemilineage, is paired with an RFP-marked multicellular wild-type NB clone. This allows us to deduce the prospective cell fates for mutant GMC clones based on the subsequently derived neuron types present in their accompanying wild-type NB clones ( Figure 1A , right). One can thus determine whether the GMC progeny was born with incorrect temporal identity as reflected by the actual neurite trajectories. In addition, not removing wild-type chinmo until the birth of GMCs may create a partial loss-of-function condition due to the perdurance of chinmo mRNA inherited from the heterozygous NB. Analysis of partial loss-of-Chinmo phenotypes has been particularly informative in the determination of the physiological significance of the graded Chinmo expression in the specification of multiple MB temporal cell fates (Zhu et al., 2006) .
To delineate the underlying pathological changes, we determined whether and what temporal cell-fate transformation(s) had occurred in the absence of Chinmo through analysis of chinmo mutant GMC clones made at different temporal positions within the adPN lineage. Mutant adPNs born outside the Chinmo-required windows reliably innervated the correct glomerulus and acquired the wild-type pattern of axon arbors ( Figure S2 ; data not shown). For example, the one supposed to be the only DM3-targeting adPN that breaks the otherwise continuous stretch of Chinmo requirement into two blocks never deviated from its wild-type control (compare Figures 2C and 2H) . By contrast, chronologically inappropriate morphologies, as evidenced in both dendritic targeting and axonal arborization, were seen in various offspring that precede as well as follow the DM3 adPN ( Figure S2 ). Interestingly, mutant GMCs made in the window encoding the DM4, DL5, and VM3(a) fates gave rise to DM3-like adPNs ( Figures 2F and 2G versus wild-type controls shown in Figures 2A-2C ; VM3a fate transformation shown in Figure S2) , whereas those derived in the period of making the VM3(b), DL4, DL1, DA3, and DC2 adPNs produced D-like adPNs which were followed by the normal D-targeting adPNs (Figures 2I  and 2J ; others in Figure S2 ).
The chinmo mutant adPN with the prospective fate of DM4, DL5, or VM3(a) might exclusively innervate the DM3 glomerulus or occupy its prospective glomerular target as well as DM3 glomerulus, reflecting some hybrid temporal identity (e.g., Figures 2F and 2G) . The acquisition of chimeric morphologies suggesting a partial temporal fate transformation was also evident in their axon arborization in the LH region. For instance, the mutant adPN with DM4 prospective fate consistently acquired the axon morphological features characteristic of both the wild-type DM4 and DM3 adPNs that extend arbors toward the ventral and dorsal domains of LH, respectively (compare Figure 2F3 with Figures 2A2 and 2C2 ). The partial cellfate transformation probably occurred due to the presence of residual chinmo messages in mutant GMCs born right after the mitotic recombination. By contrast, a complete temporal fate transformation from DM4, DL5, and VM3(a) to DM3 can be inferred in the chinmo mutant NB clones, in which the adPN innervation of the DM4, DL5, and VM3(a) glomeruli was undetectable, and an enlarged DM3 glomerulus was noted. These observations indicate that all three adPNs born in the first Chinmo-dependent block require Chinmo for not adopting the DM3 fate that immediately follows the window of Chinmo requirement ( Figure 2K) .
Analogously, adPNs derived from chinmo mutant GMCs made in the second Chinmo-dependent window were uniformly transformed to the following Chinmo-independent D-type adPN fate (e.g., Figures 2I3 and 2J3 versus 2D2 ). Knocking down Chinmo from specific GMCs validated temporal fate transformations as the underlying change for the loss of VM3(b), DL4, DL1, DA3, and DC2 adPNs accompanied by an increase of the D adPNs in the chinmo mutant NB clones. Taken together, Chinmo permits derivation of eight temporal cell fates in two intervals of adPN neurogenesis by suppressing the subsequent Chinmo-independent temporal fate in all the neurons born within each Chinmo-required window ( Figure 2K ).
Involvement of Hb/Kr/Pdm/Cas Temporal Cascade in adPN Neurogenesis
Next, we determined whether the known temporal cascade, Hb/Kr/Pdm/Cas, is involved in adPN neurogenesis. We analyzed full-size NB clones homozygous for various alleles of hb, Kr, pdm, and cas ( Figure 3A ; marked by either GH146-GAL4 or Acj6-GAL4). Kr mutant clones of two independent alleles showed a specific loss of the VA7l glomerular innervation, suggesting the loss of VA7l adPN type ( Figure 3B ; data not shown). By contrast, hb and cas mutant NB clones carried all the identifiable glomerular targets. Although severe proliferation defects were observed with a small deficiency covering pdm1, pdm2 plus several additional genes, normal-looking clones were generated when pdm1 or pdm2 was mutated individually or depleted jointly by RNA interference of pdm2 in pdm1 mutant clones (data not shown). Although Kr governs the specification of one temporal fate, these observations question the universality of Hb/Kr/Pdm/Cas cascade seen in the embryonic ventral ganglion.
To nail down Kr's involvement in the serial production of 40 adPN types, we examined mutant clones of Kr generated in GMCs born at different times along the development of adPN lineage. We observed that Kr is selectively required in the GMC that normally gives birth to the VA7l adPN. Instead of making the VA7l adPN, the Kr mutant VA7l precursor yielded an adPN that targets the VA2 glomerulus and exhibits axon arbors characteristic of the next-born VA2 adPN ( Figure 3C) . Notably, the ectopic VA2 adPN, present in the mutant GMC clone (Figure 3C1) , did not affect the production of normal VA2 adPN by the paired wild-type NB clone ( Figure 3C2 ). These results suggest that Kr acts in the prospective VA7l GMC to delay temporal identity change, possibly by repressing the next temporal identity factor, as in the transcriptional cascade of Hb/Kr/Pdm/Cas ( Figure 3D ).
Kr Governs Temporal Fate Transitions in the NB, whereas Chinmo Refines Neuronal Temporal Identity in the Offspring
Despite acting alone without Hb/Pdm/Cas, it is possible that Kr regulates adPN temporal fate transitions via a comparable transcriptional cascade but with different partners. As in the known Hb/Kr/Pdm/Cas cascade, sequential expression of an alternate cascade may partially depend on the ability of each factor to repress the following factor (Pearson and Doe, 2004; Jacob et al., 2008) . The adoption of the next VA2 fate by the Kr mutant VA7l GMC is consistent with this mechanism and further indicates that Kr is continuously required in the offspring to suppress the expression of next temporal factor.
If Kr is acting in the control of NB fate as in the Hb/Kr/Pdm/ Cas cascade, Kr mutant NB clones should simply skip the Krdependent VA7l fate, resulting in the loss of a single progeny neuron. In other words, VA7l-lacking Kr mutant NB clones should not carry any ectopic VA2 neurons, as observed in mutant GMC clones. In support of this scenario, we confirmed that Kr mutant NB clones contain one lone VA2 adPN through visualizing specific adPN types using a sparse GAL4 driver (Pfeiffer et al., 2008) (Figure 4A ). This is very different from the chinmo mutant NB clones in which loss of Chinmo-dependent adPNs was accompanied by an equivalent increase in the cell count of the next Chinmo-independent adPN type, leaving the lineage length unchanged ( Figure 4B ). These observations indicate that Kr governs temporal fate transitions in the NB, whereas Chinmo acts in the offspring to refine neuronal temporal identity. 
Transgenic Chinmo Rescues and Maintains Proper Diversification of adPNs, whereas Ectopic Kr Severely Perturbs adPN Development
We next examined how ectopic Chinmo or Kr might affect adPN development to assess their role as master genes for specifying temporal fate. Such gain-of-function experiments provide clues of their endogenous expression pattern, which is challenging to visualize in real time.
In chinmo mutant NB clones generated in first-instar larvae, expression of transgenic chinmo during neurogenesis effectively restored all the missing glomerular targets (Figures S3C and  S3D ). Analogous induction also fully rescued chinmo mutant GMC clones ( Figure S3B) . No gain-of-function phenotype was observed, as ectopic Chinmo failed to elicit any late-to-early temporal fate changes in wild-type clones, even among those that normally acquire the D fate, the default fate for all the neurons born within the second Chinmo-required window ( Figures S3E  and S3F ). Use of various chinmo transgenes, including those expressed uniformly due to lack of the endogenous 5 0 UTR, yielded identical outcomes (Zhu et al., 2006) . These results suggest that Chinmo promotes neuron diversity through collaborating with other temporal factors governed by NB temporal identity.
By contrast, a transient induction of transgenic Kr severely perturbed adPN development. Single-cell clones, as well as the drastically reduced NB clones, no longer targeted dendrites to specific glomeruli; and their axons barely reached the LH (data not shown). Such rudimentary morphologies prevented any meaningful assessment of neuron types or temporal identity. To determine whether ectopic Kr can specify additional VA7l adPNs may require more sophisticated control over when, where, and at what level the Kr transgene should be induced. These potent gain-of-function effects imply that the expression of endogenous Kr must be tightly regulated, which is consistent with its possible involvement in the transcriptional cascade that governs temporal fate transitions in the adPN NB. Taken together, multiple mechanisms may operate hierarchically between the NB and the specification of newborn neurons to increase neuron diversity.
DISCUSSION
Kr Regulates Temporal Fate Transitions in the adPN NB Knocking down Kr from the NB led to skipping of a single temporal fate during adPN neurogenesis ( Figure 3B ). Removing Kr from specific GMCs further revealed that GMC, which normally makes the missing adPN, had precociously adopted the next temporal fate in the absence of Kr ( Figure 3C ). These observations indicate that Kr regulates temporal fate transitions in the adPN NB and is continuously required in the GMC to suppress the next temporal fate. Despite no evidence for the involvement of Hb/Pdm/Cas, Kr's role in delaying fate transition in the Krpositive GMC suggests an analogous role in an alternate temporal cascade that confers a specific temporal fate from a set of contiguous fates ( Figure 4C, Kr part) . Furthermore, loss Figure S4A ). It is challenging to definitely locate the embryonic-born polyglomerular adPN due to colabeling with a large number of uniglomerular siblings. To exclude Hb as the temporal factor that precedes Kr, we reexamined whether the embryonic-born polyglomerular adPN exists and has properly differentiated in hb mutant NB clones. We used a combination of two sparse GAL4 drivers that collectively label three adPNs, including the embryonic polyglomerular PN plus two earlier-born uniglomerular siblings, to identify NB clones generated near the beginning of the lineage and simultaneously to assess the pre-VA7l polyglomerular PN. We observed the same three adPNs in the wild-type, hb, as well as Kr mutant NB clones ( Figure S4 ). These results strengthen the conclusion that Kr acts alone without Hb/Pdm/Cas to specify only one middle temporal fate in the protracted adPN lineage.
Chinmo Refines Neuronal Temporal Identities in the Offspring of adPN Lineage
In contrast to Kr defining only one temporal fate, Chinmo acts in two windows to support eight temporal fates in the adPN lineage. The two windows are separated by only one Chinmoindependent adPN that happens to split two otherwise indistinguishable VM3-targeting adPNs ( Figure 2K) . Interestingly, the fate transformation of the last two embryonic adPNs (transformed from the VM3 [b] and DL4 types to larval-born D type) is similar to the chinmo-elicited fate transformation of larval-born adPNs ( Figures 2K and S2) .
Chinmo has previously been implicated in governing neuronal temporal identity in the MB lineage and one partially resolved neuronal lineage (Zhu et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2009 ). Here, we observed a distinct pattern of Chinmo requirement in the adPN lineage ( Figure 2K ). Notably, chinmo mutant neurons aberrantly adopt later temporal cell fates within their original lineages in all cases. Moreover, Chinmo governs multiple continuous fates in MB as well as in adPN lineages. Despite these similarities, detailed mechanisms of Chinmo actions are apparently distinct. In the MB lineages, reducing Chinmo expression elicits systematical early-to-late MB temporal fate transformations, and ectopic Chinmo can specify early MB fates in late siblings (Zhu et al., 2006) . By contrast, a partial reduction in Chinmo sometimes conferred hybrid adPN fate showing features of both the prospective cell fate and the chinmo-null default fate, rather than exhibiting the morphologies reminiscent of the fates in between (e.g., Figures 2F and 2G ; 100% penetrance in all partial transformation samples). And ectopic Chinmo also failed to promote early fates in late-born adPNs, providing no evidence for dosage-dependent Chinmo-mediated fate determination in the adPN lineage ( Figures S3E and S3F) . Therefore, both lossand gain-of-function genetic mosaic studies suggest that Chinmo does not directly determine any temporal cell fate in adPN lineage, but rather it suppresses a later temporal fate in early siblings to allow further neuronal diversification ( Figure 4C , Chinmo part). Further, mechanism(s) must exist to restrict the activities of Chinmo to specific windows, because ectopic Chinmo exerted no detectable effect on adPNs within the rest of the lineage. It is also not clear whether and how Chinmo directly diversifies neuron fate.
Hierarchical Temporal Patterning to Define Temporal Identities Unlike Kr that regulates temporal fate transition in the NB, Chinmo apparently acts in the offspring and potentially downstream of some NB transcriptional cascade to increase neuron diversity. This distinction is supported by the follwing: (1) postmitotic expression of transgenic Chinmo restored proper temporal cell fates in chinmo mutant adPNs ( Figures S3A-S3D) , arguing that Chinmo acts in newborn neurons to regulate adPN temporal identity; (2) deleting chinmo from NB through the entire lineage did not affect overall temporal fate transitions, as evidenced by no change in total cell count or length of the lineage (Figures 2 and 4B); and (3) ectopic expression of chinmo exerted no detectable effect on the NB temporal fate transitions (Figures S4E and S4F) . All these observations indicate that Chinmo acts in postmitotic neurons to refine temporal identity. Temporal patterning by the Kr-containing transcriptional cascade in the NB and via Chinmo in newborn neurons exemplifies a hierarchical mode of temporal cell-fate specification. Identifying additional genes controlling adPN temporal identity and determining their mechanisms of action by iterative use of our strategy will allow elucidation of developmental mechanisms specifying the great diversity of neuron types in the complex brain.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Drosophila Strains
Fly strains used in chinmo and Kr mutant twin-spot MARCM clonal analyses are listed in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. The mutant alleles and a pdm2-RNAi line (Bloomington stock number 29543) used to study Hb/Kr/Pdm/Cas are indicated in Figure 3A . GAL4 lines (GR40B05 and GR46E07) labeling various adPNs of interest were identified from Dr. G.M. Rubin's GAL4 collection.
Clonal Analysis
The generation of mosaic clones and the visualization in adult brains have been described (Yu et al., 2009 ; see the specifics in Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The primary antibodies used are rat anti-mCD8 (1:100, Invitrogen), rabbit anti-RFP (1:500, Clontech), mouse anti-nc82 (1:100, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank [DSHB]), and mouse anti-Acj6 (1:100, DSHB). Secondary antibodies conjugated to different fluorophores, Cy3 (Jackson Laboratory), Cy5, and Alexa 488 (Invitrogen), were used at 1:200. Images were collected by confocal microscopy and processed using Adobe Photoshop.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes four figures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j. neuron.2011.12.018.
